Fill in the gaps

Good Place by David Archuleta
I don't know what I'm (1)__________ here

You (14)________ it

How I landed in this space

Don't (15)________ it wait

But it's a (2)________ place

These are words I wanna say

And I don't wanna mess it up

Every hour of (16)__________ day

Make mistakes or say too much

These are (17)__________

'Cause it's a good place

feels

You (3)________ it

To be here with you today

You (4)________ it

I (19)________ it's not too late

You feel its grace

'Cause I don't wanna waste (20)______________ summer

These are words I wanna say

I don't wanna wait until I fall

Every hour of every day

I could be a memory tomorrow

These are words (5)________ say how good it feels

I could be nothing at all

To be here (6)________ you today

I don't (21)________ what I'm doing here

I (7)________ it's not too late (I (8)________ it's not too

How I (22)____________ in this space

late)

But it's a good place

I (9)________ it's not too late

These are words I (23)__________ say

I've been silent up to now

Every (24)________ of every day

I've (10)________ going (11)________ the flow

These are (25)__________ that say how good it feels

Wherever that goes

To be (26)________ with you today

But something's screaming (12)________ inside

I hope it's not too late

Makes me want to close my eyes

Oh, yeah

And hear the echo

I hope it's not too late

You (13)________ it
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(18)________ say how good it

Fill in the gaps
Answer
1. doing
2. good
3. find
4. hold
5. that
6. with
7. hope
8. hope
9. hope
10. been
11. with
12. down
13. find
14. know
15. make
16. every
17. words
18. that
19. hope
20. another
21. know
22. landed
23. wanna
24. hour
25. words
26. here
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